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Content, first part
• Properties of noble liquids as detector media 

• Ionisation in noble liquids 

• The scintillation process in noble liquids 

• Electronic and nuclear recoils 

• Scintillation and ionisation yields 

• Light and charge yields from NEST (Noble Element Simulation Technique) 

• Electron attachment and electron drift lifetime, purity monitors 

• Light attenuation in noble liquids 

• Energy calibration and resolution, the W-value 

• Pulse shape discrimination 

• Single-phase detectors and time projection chambers, detection principles
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Content, second part

• Applications to direct dark matter detection and experiments 

• Brief review of direct detection principles 

• Single-phase: DEAP (LAr), XMASS (LXe) 

• Two-phase: DarkSide (LAr), ARGO; XENON, LZ, PandaX, DARWIN (all LXe) 

• Applications to neutrino physics and experiments 

• Brief motivation and open questions in neutrino physics 

• EXO-200, nEXO (LXe) 

• DUNE (LAr) 

• Summary
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Noble gases

• Discovered by William Ramsay, student of Bunsen and professor at UC London (1904 Nobel prize in 
chemistry) 

• W. Ramsay:  “These gases occur in the air but sparingly as a rule, for while argon forms nearly 1 
hundredth of the volume of the air, neon occurs only as 1 to 2 hundred-thousandth, helium as 1 to 2 
millionth, krypton as 1 millionth and xenon only as about 1 twenty-millionth part per volume. This more 
than anything else will enable us to form an idea of the vast difficulties which attend these investigations" 

• Argon - "the inactive one"; neon - "the new one", krypton - "the hidden one", xenon - "the strange one"
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"in recognition of his services in the 
discovery of the inert gaseous elements in 
air, and his determination of their place 
in the periodic system".



Noble gases in the Earth's atmosphere

AirLiquide, XeSAT workshop, Coimbra 2022



Properties of noble gases for radiation detectors
• Underground experiments: mostly argon and xenon are used (helium and neon detectors also 

proposed) 

• Liquefied noble gases allow for:


๏ dense, homogeneous targets for ionising radiation 

๏ detectors with self-shielding and fiducialisation 

๏ large detector masses with ultra-low levels of radioactivity 

414 E. Aprile and L. Baudis

Table 21.1. Physical properties of xenon, argon and neon.

Properties [unit] Xe Ar Ne

Atomic number: 54 18 10
Mean relative atomic mass: 131.3 40.0 20.2
Boiling point Tb at 1 atm [K] 165.0 87.3 27.1
Melting point Tm at 1 atm [K] 161.4 83.8 24.6
Gas density at 1 atm & 298 K [g l!1] 5.40 1.63 0.82
Gas density at 1 atm & Tb [g l!1] 9.99 5.77 9.56
Liquid density at Tb [g cm!3] 2.94 1.40 1.21
Dielectric constant of liquid 1.95 1.51 1.53
Volume fraction in Earth’s atmosphere [ppm] 0.09 9340 18.2

several practical aspects of a dark matter detector based on the specific noble
liquid. The high atomic number and high density make LXe an excellent
detector medium for penetrating radiation. Its relatively high temperature,
compared with that of LAr and LNe, also facilitates detector handling. In
terms of cost, LXe is the most expensive of the three noble liquids, owing to
its low fraction in the atmosphere. However, the problem of radioactive 39Ar
present at the level of 1 Bq kg!1 in atmospheric Ar will increase the cost of
LAr for large dark matter detectors, which will require Ar depleted in 39Ar
by centrifugation or by extracting it from other sources than the atmosphere.

21.1.2 Ionization and scintillation production

The ionization process. The energy loss of an incident particle in noble
liquids is shared between the following processes: ionization, excitation and
sub-excitation electrons liberated in the ionization process. The average
energy loss in ionization is slightly larger than the ionization potential or the
gap energy because it includes multiple ionization processes. As a result, the
ratio of the W -value, the average energy required to produce an electron-
ion pair, to the ionization potential or the gap energy is 1.6!1.7 [102].
Table 21.2 shows the W -values in noble gases (liquid and gaseous states)
[102; 691; 1459; 1833]. In general, the W -value in the liquid phase is smaller
than in the gaseous phase, and the W -value in liquid xenon is smaller than
that in liquid argon and liquid neon. As a consequence, the ionization yield
in liquid xenon is the highest of all noble liquids.
The scintillation process. Luminescence emitted from liquids or solids
is called scintillation. Scintillation from noble liquids arises in two distinct
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Cryogenic noble liquids
• Suitable materials for detecting ionisation tracks


๏ do not attach electrons; inert, non flammable, very good dielectrics 

๏ can be obtained commercially, and purified 

๏ high charge and light yields

Element Z (A) BP (Tb) at  
1 atm [K]

liquid density at 
Tb [g/cc]

ionisation   
[e-/keV]

scintillation 
[photon/keV]

He 2 (4) 4.2 0.13 39 15

Ne 10 (20) 27.1 1.21 46 7

Ar 18 (40) 87.3 1.40 42 40

Kr 36 (84) 119.8 2.41 49 25

Xe 54 (131) 165 2.95 64 46
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The ionisation process in noble liquids

• Energy loss of an incident particle in noble liquids: shared between ionisation, excitation and sub-
excitation electrons (Ekin <  energy of first excited level) liberated in the ionisation process: 

• Ni, Nex = mean number of ionised and excited atoms; Ei, Eex = mean energies to ionise and excite 
the atoms; ε = average kin. energy of sub-excitation electrons (energy eventually goes into heat) 

• In their condensed states: noble liquids exhibit a band-like structure of electronic states 

• We divide all terms by the band-gap energy Eg and define the Wi-value as the energy required to 
produce an electron-ion pair: 

• to obtain:

E0 = NiEi +NexEex +Ni✏
<latexit sha1_base64="eSRujs65mMUsucShiqwC7k/pLTM=">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</latexit>

Wi

Eg
=

Ei

Eg
+

Nex

Ni
⇥ Eex

Eg
+

✏

Eg
<latexit sha1_base64="aQd9ZOZGU0o7zvrxxtCHg45016s=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="YFWA7fFgFIxrD2wY9+b+ukp0+4o=">AAACAnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqitxEyyCqyF9oDO7ogiupIJthc4wZNJMG5p5mGQKZShu/BU3LhRx61e4829MH4KKHrhwOOde7r3HTziTCqEPI7ewuLS8kl8trK1vbG4Vt3daMk4FoU0S81jc+FhSziLaVExxepMIikOf07Y/OJv47SEVksXRtRol1A1xL2IBI1hpySvutT3m0NuUDaETCEyycw+Ns0uPjb1iCZm2ZdnIgsisIVSzbE2qtm0fV2HZRFOUwBwNr/judGOShjRShGMpO2WUKDfDQjHC6bjgpJImmAxwj3Y0jXBIpZtNXxjDQ610YRALXZGCU/X7RIZDKUehrztDrPrytzcR//I6qQosN2NRkioakdmiIOVQxXCSB+wyQYniI00wEUzfCkkf6ySUTq2gQ/j6FP5PWhWzXDUrV7VS/XQeRx7sgwNwBMrgBNTBBWiAJiDgDjyAJ/Bs3BuPxovxOmvNGfOZXfADxtsnt8WXqg==</latexit>

Platzmann equation



• The average energy loss in ionisation is slightly larger than the ionisation potential or the band gap 
energy Eg, because it includes multiple ionisation processes 

๏ as a result, the ratio of the Wi-value to the ionisation potential or band gap energy  is:

๏ the W-value in the liquid phase is 
smaller than in the gaseous phase 

๏ the W-value in xenon is smaller than 
the one in liquid argon, and krypton 
(and neon) 

๏ the ionisation yield is highest in 
liquid xenon (of all noble liquids)

Material Ar Kr Xe

Gas

Ionisation 
potential [eV] 15.75 14.00 12.13

W-value [eV] 26.4 24.2 22

Liquid

Gap energy [eV] 14.3 11.6 9.3

W-value [eV] 19.5±1.0 18.4±0.3 13.7±0.2

<latexit sha1_base64="O0LKlfWAkjWm4xAsYHv+mOvMkc0=">AAAB/HicdVBJSwMxGM241rqN9uglWAQvjjN1uh2EoggeK9gF2mHIpJk2NLOQZIRhqH/FiwdFvPpDvPlvTBdBRR8kPN57H/nyvJhRIU3zQ1taXlldW89t5De3tnd29b39togSjkkLRyziXQ8JwmhIWpJKRroxJyjwGOl448up37kjXNAovJVpTJwADUPqU4ykkly90HHp6ZU7hOfQMirwRN1VVy+ahlmu29USNI2yadXtM0Xq9ZpdKauAOUMRLNB09ff+IMJJQEKJGRKiZ5mxdDLEJcWMTPL9RJAY4TEakp6iIQqIcLLZ8hN4pJQB9COuTijhTP0+kaFAiDTwVDJAciR+e1PxL6+XSL/mZDSME0lCPH/ITxiUEZw2AQeUEyxZqgjCnKpdIR4hjrBUfeVVCV8/hf+TdsmwKoZ9YxcbF4s6cuAAHIJjYIEqaIBr0AQtgEEKHsATeNbutUftRXudR5e0xUwB/ID29gmsKJI6</latexit>

Wi/Eg = 1.6� 1.7
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The ionisation process in noble liquids

- about 40-60% of absorbed energy 
is converted into free charge carriers



The scintillation process in noble liquids

• Scintillation in noble liquids arises in two distinct processes 

๏ excited atoms R* (excitons) and ions R+, both produced by ionising radiation 

๏ direct excitation: less than 1 ps after the excitation, the excited atom (exciton, R*) forms a bound 
state with a stable atom (R): a bound dimer state, called excimer

R R* R2*

R

R

R

VUV photons

excitation collisions

dissociation

singlet vs 
triplet states

11
๏ the 2 spin states refer to the combined spin state of the electron and the angular momentum due to the 

molecular orbit

< 1 ps



The scintillation process in noble liquids

• Scintillation in noble liquids arises in two distinct processes: excited atoms R* (excitons) and 
ions R+, both produced by ionising radiation

Liquid noble gases 415

processes: excited atoms R* and ions R+ (both produced by ionizing
radiation).

R! + R + R ! R!
2 + R (21.1)

R!
2 ! 2R + h!

R+ + R ! R+
2 (21.2)

R+
2 + e" ! R!! + R

R!! ! R! + heat

R! + R + R ! R!
2 + R

R!
2 ! 2R + h!

where h! denotes the vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) photons emitted in the
process, with wavelength of 178 nm, 128 nm and 78 nm for LXe, LAr and
LNe, respectively; R**!R* + heat corresponds to a non-radiative transi-
tion. In both processes, the excited dimer R!

2, at its lowest excited level,
is de-excited to the dissociative ground state by the emission of a sin-
gle UV photon. This comes from the large energy gap between the low-
est excitation and the ground level, forbidding other decay channels such
as non-radiative transitions. The average energy required for the produc-
tion of a single photon, Wph, for alpha- and beta-particles, is listed in
Table 21.2 [692].
The scintillation pulse shape. The scintillation light from pure liquid
neon, argon and xenon has two decay components due to de-excitation of
singlet and triplet states of the excited dimer R!

2 ! 2R + h!. Figure 21.1
[1109; 1283] shows for instance the measured decay shapes of the scintilla-
tion light for electrons, alpha-particles and fission fragments in liquid xenon.
As expected, the decay shapes for alpha-particles and fission fragments have
two components. The shorter decay shape is produced by the de-excitation of
singlet states and the longer one by the de-excitation of triplet states. How-
ever, scintillation for relativistic electrons has only one decay component.
The di!erences of pulse shape between di!erent type of particle interactions
in noble liquids can be used to discriminate these particles e!ectively. This
‘pulse shape discrimination’ (PSD) is particularly e!ective for liquid argon,
given the large separation of the two decay components [1109; 1346] (see
Section 21.3 for details).

Excitons (R*) will rapidly form excited dimers 
(R*2) with neighbouring atoms  

The excited dimer R*2, at its lowest excited 
level, is de-excited to the dissociative ground 
state by the emission of a single VUV photon 

The dimer state is at a lower energy level than 
the excitation energy of an individual atom: the 
medium will thus be transparent to the VUV light 

hν = VUV photon emitted in the process 12



Ionising charged particles

excited molecular states
1Σ+u

3Σ+u

luminiscence

excitons R*

holes R+ electrons escape

localised  
ions R+2

thermalised 
electrons

R⇤ +R⇤ �! R⇤⇤
2 �! R+R+ + e�

The scintillation process in noble liquids

fast slow

Kubota et al.,  
PRB 20, 1979

UV light

recombination
τ ≈15 ns

Second process producing scintillation light: 

a fraction of the ionisation electrons will 
recombine with ions and produce a 
scintillation photon in a process called 
recombination 

Electrons that thermalise far from their 
parent ion may escape recombination 

A mechanism called “bi-excitonic 
quenching” can also reduce the scintillation 
yield in very dense tracks: 
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Bi-excitonic quenching (or Penning 
quenching): two excitons combine 
to form an electron-ion pair and a 
ground-state atom 

Hence only a single electron or 
photon (in case of recombination) is 
produced, instead of two  



The energy of the UV photons
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LAr

LXe

LNe
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�LNe ⇠ 78 nm

�LAr ⇠ 128 nm

�LXe ⇠ 178 nm

The dimer (or exciton) can not 
exist in the ground state => the 
photon emission has practical 
applications in dense, noble 
scintillators 



The scintillation process in noble liquids

• We define Wph as the average energy required to produce a single photon: 

• E0 = energy loss, Nex, Ni = mean number of excitons and electron-ion pairs; Ei, Eex = mean energies 
to ionise and excite the atoms; α = ratio Nex/Ni ( ~0.2 for LAr, and ~ 0.2 for LXe) 

• We assume the efficiencies for exciton and electron-ion pair creations are unity, namely: 

๏ with r = recombination fraction 

• If an electric field is applied, one can measure the electrons which do not recombine, with the 
amount of extracted charge defined as:

<latexit sha1_base64="ybo20uuXh57b5S9qOVDAvUOtfX0=">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</latexit>

Wph =
E0

Nex +Ni
=

Wi

1 +Nex/Ni
=

Wi

1 + ↵

<latexit sha1_base64="7GnIVBeYFUGGAPgewnstSk2aaac=">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</latexit>

Nph = Nex + r ·Ni

<latexit sha1_base64="4SQuH6O0u7Zj9Ys+uBUsLE0Wd6o=">AAACAHicdVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramFhMxiEWLjM5mUshKCNVYhgHpCEZXYySYbMPpyZFcKyjb9iY6GIrZ9h5984m0RQ0QMXDufcy733OAFnUiH0YSwsLi2vrKbW0usbm1vbmZ3dpvRDQWiD+NwXbQdLyplHG4opTtuBoNh1OG0548vEb91RIZnv3ahJQHsuHnpswAhWWrIz+zU7uo3hOcxZJ+IYdknfV7BmMzuTRSYqlwpnJYjMErIq+YTkSxZCBWiZaIosmKNuZ967fZ+ELvUU4VjKjoUC1YuwUIxwGqe7oaQBJmM8pB1NPexS2YumD8TwSCt9OPCFLk/Bqfp9IsKulBPX0Z0uViP520vEv7xOqAaVXsS8IFTUI7NFg5BD5cMkDdhnghLFJ5pgIpi+FZIRFpgonVlah/D1KfyfNPOmVTaL18Vs9WIeRwocgEOQAxY4BVVwBeqgAQiIwQN4As/GvfFovBivs9YFYz6zB37AePsEMp2U5g==</latexit>

Nq = (1� r) ·Ni
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The scintillation process in noble liquids

• With the previous equations we can define the recombination-independent sum 

• The recombination-independent energy required to produce a single detectable quantum, Nq or Nph 
is also called the W-value (note that Nq + Nph = Ni + Nex for any value of r) 

• We will thus use Wph = W (this assumes that each recombining electron-ion pair produces an 
exciton, which leads to a photon) 

• Later we will see how it can be measured (for example, at fixed energy interactions, by varying the 
electric field, or using different lines at different energies, for a given field)

<latexit sha1_base64="WVcDpp6doXSOhzGt9WvmgK+NWZ8=">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</latexit>

E0 = (Nq +Nph) ·Wph

Material Ar Xe

W-value [eV] 19.5±1.0 13.7±0.2 
11.5±0.2
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The scintillation process in noble liquids

• The distribution of the total number of emitted scintillation photons between different excitation channels 
depends on the type of particle (and thus linear energy transfer, LET) 

• It can be used to discriminate between different type of interactions (as we shall see later as well, in particular in 
liquid argon, due to the different time scales for the singlet and triplet states) 

๏ Example: fast electrons (with energies 0.5 MeV - 1 MeV) and alpha particles; R = recombination; Ex = direct 
excitation -> distribution of the number of emitted scintillation photons between different excitation channels 

๏ LXe: the fast component for e- only observed with an E-field (to suppress recombination); alphas: high LET, 
no difference in time decay constants between R and Ex; LET ~ 100 higher than for e-, higher densities of 
ionised and excited species along the tracks, thus stronger and faster recombination

V. Chepel, H. Araujo, JINST 8, 2013
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Scintillation light yield in Ar and Xe

• Light yield as a function of LET for various particles. Data shown in green (LAr) and blue (LXe)

V. Chepel, H. Araujo, JINST 8, 2013



The scintillation pulse shape

• The scintillation light from pure noble liquids has two 
decay components due to the de-excitation of the 
singlet and triplet states of the excited dimer: 

• Figure: 

๏ Alphas and fission fragments: the shorter decay time 
comes from the de-excitation of singlet states, the 
longer from triplet states 

๏ Relativistic electrons: only one decay component 

• As we shall see later, the difference in pulse shape 
between different type of particle interactions is used to 
discriminate among the various particles via PSD

Time constants:  

๏ Ne: few ns versus15.4 μs 
๏ Ar: 10 ns versus 1.5 μs   
๏ Xe: 4 ns versus 27 ns Xe

R⇤
2 �! 2R+ h�
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Fig. 21.1. Decay curves of luminescence from liquid xenon excited by electrons,
!-particles and fission fragments, without an external electric field [1109; 1283].

The most relevant scintillation and ionization properties of LXe and LAr
are listed in Table 21.2.

21.1.3 Relative scintillation e!ciency of nuclear recoils

The scintillation light yield of nuclear recoils in noble liquids is quite di!erent
from the one produced by electron recoils of the same energy. Knowledge of
this ratio, termed relative scintillation e"ciency (Le!), is important for the
determination of the sensitivity of noble liquids for dark matter detection.
To our knowledge, the relative scintillation e"ciency of nuclear recoils has
so far been measured only for LXe [43; 103; 119; 317] down to 10 keV nuclear



Electronic and nuclear recoils in noble liquids
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Scintillation yield in noble liquids
• An energetic particle looses energy through: 

๏ inelastic interactions with electrons in the medium (electronic stopping) 

๏ elastic collisions with nuclei (nuclear stopping) 

• Electrons, gamma rays and fast ions loose most of their energy through electronic stopping 

• Nuclear recoils loose a considerable fraction of their energy via nuclear stopping (nuclear quenching, qnc) 

• The lower scintillation yield of alpha tracks is attributed to bi-excitonic quenching (electronic quenching, 
qel) and nuclear recoils will also suffer from this effect

Scintillation Yield in LXe
! An energetic particle looses energy through (i) inelastic interactions with electrons in the
medium (electronic stopping) and (ii) elastic collisions with nuclei (nuclear stopping)

! Electrons, !-rays and fast ions loose most of their energy through electronic stopping

! Nuclear recoils on the other hand loose a considerable fraction of their energy through
nuclear stopping (nuclear quenching, qnc)

! The lower scintillation yield of alpha tracks is attributed to bi-excitonic quenching (electronic
quenching, qel) and nuclear recoils are also expected to suffer from this effect

T. Doke et al., Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 41, 1538, (2002)

Guillaume Plante - XENON - PCTS Workshop - November 15, 2010
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Liquid argon quenching factor for ions: 
A. Hitachi,  Instruments 2021, 5 

Liquid xenon relative scintillation yield: 
T. Doke at al., Jpn J. Appl. Phys, 2002, 41



fn =
kg(�)

1 + kg(�)

g(�) = 3�0.15 + 0.7�0.6 + �

The Lindhard factor

• Lindhard computed the fraction of the initial recoil energy lost to electronic excitation, fn 

• His theory describes quite well the ionisation signals in semiconductors:

PCTP 15 Nov 2010Peter Sorensen, LLNL

where is Emax?

20

2007 Barbeau et al.

2007 Benoit et al.

k=0.157

Emax

Emax

๏ ε: reduced energy = dimensionless deposited energy, with Z = atomic number of nucleus 
๏ k = proportionality constant between the electronic stopping power dE/dx and the velocity of the 

projectile (which is the recoiling atom) 
๏ g(ε): proportional to the ratio of electronic stopping power to nuclear stopping power 22
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The Lindhard factor in noble liquids

• Historically, the measured values of the scintillation efficiency in noble liquids were considerably 
lower than the Lindhard prediction ( k = 0.165 for xenon, k = 0.144  for argon) 

• It was believed that this may be due to electronic quenching and possibly to escape electrons

Lindhard Factor L
! Lindhard computed the fraction of the initial recoil energy lost to electronic excitation

! Lindhard theory describes accurately the ionization signals in semi-conductors

! In LXe the measured values of the scintillation efficiency are considerably lower than the
Lindhard prediction, probably due to electronic quenching (and maybe additionally due to
escape electrons)

A. Hitachi, Astropart. Phys. 24 247, (2005)

Guillaume Plante - XENON - PCTS Workshop - November 15, 2010
23A. Hitachi. A. Mozumder, arXiv:1903.05815,  2019 

Liquid xenon Liquid argon



The Lindhard factor in noble liquids

• More recently: the Lindhard prediction seems to apply if the nuclear recoil energy is reconstructed 
using both scintillation and ionisation signals (hence the total quanta, for example in two-phase 
TPCs, more on this later in the lecture), the so-called “combined energy scale”:

2

II. RECONSTRUCTING NUCLEAR RECOIL
ENERGY

Lindhard et al. [3] calculated a general expression
for the expected fraction of nuclear recoil energy that
is transferred to electrons. It can be written as

fn = k · g/(1 + k · g), (3)

with k = 0.133 Z2/3A�1/2. Physically, k is a propor-
tionality constant between the electronic stopping power
dE/dx and the velocity of the projectile (which in this
context is a recoiling xenon atom). The relation is most
simply expressed in terms of dimensionless variables,
as in [3]. For xenon, Lindhard’s calculation results in
k = 0.166. Recently, Hitachi calculated from first prin-
ciples the electronic stopping power of recoiling xenon
atoms in a liquid xenon target. The result is shown in
Fig. 5 of [6], and discussed further in [16]. In terms of
the dimensionless variables of [3], his calculation corre-
sponds to k = 0.110. Note that no analytic form was
given for the energy-dependent function g in [3], and we
have used the parameterization given in [25]. In Fig. 1
we show fn as calculated from Eq. 3, for these two val-
ues of k (solid and dashed curves). In [3], Lindhard et
al. cautioned that “Maybe the greatest uncertainty is
the proportionality factor, k... [which] is often on the
interval 0.10 < k < 0.20.” Ideally, the remedy for this
uncertainty may be obtained from data.

In order to compare with data, we write Eq. 2 as

fn = ⇥(
S1

�1
+

S2

�2
)/Enr, (4)

with n� and ne in terms of the experimentally mea-
sured quantities S1 and S2. These are just the num-
ber of recorded photoelectrons in the primary scintilla-
tion and ionization (measured from proportional scintil-
lation) signals in a dual-phase xenon detector. The num-
ber of primary scintillation photons is n� = S1/�1, where
�1 � O(0.1) is the total e⇥ciency to convert a scintilla-
tion photon to a detectable photoelectron. The number
of ionized electrons is ne = S2/�2, where �2 � O(10)
is the number of photoelectrons registered from the pro-
portional scintillation resulting from a single ionized elec-
tron. While �2 is reasonably easy to measure in dual-
phase liquid xenon detectors, �1 is di⇥cult to measure
directly. As a result, experiments instead quote the scin-
tillation light yield Ly (units of photoelectrons / keV)
of a mono-energetic gamma source. The proportionality
constant between �1 and Ly depends strongly on both
the incident gamma energy and the electric field (Ed)
applied across the liquid xenon target. For a 122 keV
gamma from 57Co at Ed = 0, a detector-independent
expression for the proportionality is �1 = 0.015Ly [23].

We need �1 in order to use Eq. 4, and first cross-check
the relationship given above, which implies �1 = 0.080
[23] for the XENON10 detector [24]. XENON10 mea-
sured �2 = 24± 1 [28] from the background distribution

of single electrons. The value of �1 is also uniquely de-
termined by requiring Eq. 1 to reproduce the correct
peak positions of gamma lines. Since the energy scale
is linear, any mono-energetic source will su⇥ce. From
the 164 keV gamma observed by XENON10, we find
�1 = 0.078± 0.005.
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FIG. 1. Quenching of electronic excitation from nuclear re-
coils in liquid xenon: from [11] ( ), from [11] as corrected
by [29] (⇥, uncertainty not shown but similar to  ), from
[12] (#) and from [28] (�). Also shown are the theoretical
prediction [3] for two calculated values of k (solid and dashed
curves).

Simultaneous measurements of the scintillation (Leff )
and ionization (Qy) yield of liquid xenon as a function of
Enr were obtained by Manzur et al. [11]. Their ionization
yield data was presented in terms of ne (so we do not need
�2), and their scintillation data in terms of Ly for 122 keV
gammas. Using the scaling relation given above, we infer
�1 for their detector. We then use Eq. 4 to cast the
results from [11] in terms of fn. This is shown in Fig. 1
(as �, with 1⇤ uncertainty). The combined Leff and Qy

measurements of Manzur et al. are not quite consistent
with the XENON10 nuclear recoil band measurement [7].
In [29] it is argued that for the three data points below
Enr ⇥ 6 keV, the most likely origin of the disagreement
is that Qy was overstated by about 1⇤ due to spurious
threshold e�ects. The Manzur et al. data as corrected
by [29] is also shown in Fig. 1 (as ⇥, uncertainty similar
but omitted for clarity).

The experiments described in [24] and [11] (and, for
that matter, [2]) obtained their data with di�erent val-
ues of Ed. Although the values of Ed ranged from about
0.5 kV/cm [2] to 1.0 kV/cm [11], the e�ects of this dif-
ference are negligible. As shown in Fig. 3 of [6], the
scintillation and ionization signals from nuclear recoils

๏ Nq = nr. of primary electrons 
๏ Nph = nr of primary UV photons 
๏ W = average energy to produce an 

electron or a photon

Example for liquid xenon: Sorensen, Dahl,   
Phys. Rev. D 83, 063501
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fn =
W · (Nph +Nq)

ENR



Relative scintillation efficiency of nuclear recoils

• The scintillation light yield of nuclear recoils in noble liquids is different than the one produced by 
electron recoils of the same energy 

• The ratio of the two = relative scintillation efficiency (Leff) is important for the determination of the 
sensitivity of noble liquids as dark matter detection media 

• Experimentally this quantity is defined as the zero-field value of light yield of nuclear recoils 
(generated with n-sources) and electronic recoils (generated with β- and γ-sources):

๏ Nph, ER = nr. of primary photons from electronic recoils 
๏ Nph,NR = nr of primary photons from nuclear recoils 
๏ NPE, NR = nr of primary photoelectrons from nuclear recoils 

๏ Eee = “electron-equivalent” energy, obtained from the light yield (Ly) of mono-energetic lines from 
calibration sources (e.g., 83mKr)

25
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Ly,NR
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=

EER

Nph,ER

Nph,NR

ENR
=
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NPE,NR

ENR
=

Eee

ENR



Light yield in noble liquids (nuclear recoils): argon

• Two methods: 

๏ direct: mono-energetic neutrons scatters which are tagged with a n-detector 

๏ indirect: measure energy spectra from n-sources, compare with MC predictions

SCENE collaboration, PRD 91, 2015
26
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Leff (ENR, Ed) =
Ly,NR(ENR, Ed)

Ly,ER(EKr, Ed = 0)



Light yield in noble liquids (nuclear recoils): xenon

• Two methods: 

๏ direct: mono-energetic neutrons scatters which are tagged with a n-detector 

๏ indirect: measure energy spectra from n-sources, compare with MC predictions

Early measurements in liquid xenon: mean (solid) and 1-, 2-sigma uncertainties (bands)

LXe

n-det

n
n

✓
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Leff (ENR) =
Ly,NR(ENR)

Ly,ER(Eee = 122 keV)

V. Chepel, H. Araujo, JINST 8, 2013



Light yield at low energies: data from LUX

Dongqing Huang - Brown University, LUX UCLA Dark Matter Conference 2016

Ly Measured in LUX Using Absolute Energy Scale down to 1.08 keV

9

Sys. uncertainty due to S1 signal corrections and g1

Sys. uncertainty in 83mKr yield (right axis)

Sys. uncertainty due to neutron source spectrum

Sys. uncertainty due to Qy energy scale
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Horn 2011 (ZEPLIN-III combined FSR & SSR)
Aprile 2013 (XENON100)
Manzur 2010
Plante 2011
Aprile 2009
LUX model: Lindhard (k = 0.174) + biex. quenching
Alt. LUX model: Ziegler stopping power + biex. quenching
LUX D-D Ly at 180 V/cm

• Use data acquired in situ with monochromatic 2.5 MeV neutrons (D-D generator) 

• Calculate energy (via angle ) from x-y position and ∆t (z separation) 

• Light yield measured down to 1 keV

D. Huang, UCLA DM2016
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Charge yield in noble liquids for nuclear recoils

• Nuclear recoils: denser tracks, hence larger electron-ion recombination than electronic recoils 

๏  the collection of ionisation electrons becomes more difficult for nuclear than electronic recoils 

• Ionisation yield of nuclear recoils: number of observed electrons per unit recoil energy

5

Finally, cuts must be applied to the calibration data to
remove spurious events that are accepted as single scat-
ters. No additional noise signals are added to the MC
simulation, hence, the e�ciency of these cuts as derived
using calibration data is applied to the MC spectrum.
The definition and energy dependent e�ciencies of these
cuts are discussed in depth in Ref. [6].

Fig. 1 shows the e�ciency for the S2 threshold cut
which is extracted directly from the simulation and trans-
lated to an e�ciency as a function of cS1. Also shown
is the overall e�ciency function used in this publication
which includes all other cuts mentioned above.

III. METHOD AND RESULTS

A. Ionization Channel – Determining Qy

As a first step Qy is derived by fitting the simulated
cS2 spectrum to the one observed in data. In this process,Le↵ remains fixed to the parameterization presented in
Ref. [18].

A �2-minimization technique [20] is used to find the
best matching between data and MC by varying pivot
points of an Akima spline [21] interpolation of Qy. For
every intermediate �2 computation, the non-linear de-
scent algorithm requires the re-evaluation of the detector
response, applying the updated Qy to generate S2.Qy is parameterized by 8 unconstrained and indepen-
dent spline pivot-points at 0.5, 3, 8, 15, 25, 40, 100 and
250 keVnr. The lowest pivot point is added to provide
an unbiased extrapolation to zero recoil energy but has
e↵ectively no impact on the spectral matching. In data,
the corrected cS2 spectrum ranges from 0 to 8000 PE,
divided into 65 bins of equal width.

The impact of various simulation parameters on the
best-fit Qy was studied to estimate the systematic un-
certainty of the final result. The largest systematic error
is connected to the choice of Le↵ as variations in this
quantity lead to changes in the simulated cS1 spectrum
and, consequently, in the number of events passing the
selection requirements. With a lower (higher) value ofLe↵ the cS1 energy spectrum of accepted events will be
shifted upwards (downwards). Accordingly, Qy will de-
crease (increase) in order to compensate this e↵ect and
re-establish the matching in cS2. This interdependency
is present mainly near the detection threshold, where the
acceptance as function of cS1 falls steeply (Fig. 1), and
becomes negligible at higher recoil energies. The Le↵ pa-
rameterization is allowed to vary within the ±1� uncer-
tainty bounds as defined in Ref. [18]. Similarly, the cS1
e�ciency function was allowed to vary by ±10% around
its reported mean. The systematic error connected to
the choice of pivot positions and initial values has been
found to be negligible in the energy region above 3 keVnr

(the lowest energy at which Le↵ has been directly mea-
sured [10]). Finally, the statistical uncertainty of about
1% on average is also included. This is obtained after

repeating the simulations about 50 times at fixed config-
urations but varying random seeds.
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FIG. 2: Comparison between the MC and data cS2 spec-
tra. The black data-points indicate the data and the blue
spectrum is obtained as the result of the optimization of Qy.
Good agreement between spectral shape and absolute rate
across the whole signal range is achieved. For comparison,
the gray dashed line indicates a generated cS2 spectrum, as-
suming the same Qy as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3
and described in Ref. [22].
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FIG. 3: Result onQy obtained from fitting the MC generated
cS2 spectrum to data. Pivot points of the spline interpola-
tion are shown in light blue. The shaded area indicates the
systematic uncertainty from varying input parameters of the
simulation (find discussion in text). The interpolation be-
tween the pivot points at 0.5 and 3 keVnr does not yield a
reliable result for Qy and is shown using a dashed-blue line.
The purple data points show the result of the first measure-
ment of Qy in LXe at 0.2 kV cm−1 [7]. Red data points
show the result from direct measurements at a drift field of
1.0 kV cm−1 [11]. The green hatched area is the combined
result from the ZEPLIN-III experiment, extracted in a simi-
lar fashion to this work although at a much higher field [13].
The black dashed line represents a predicted Qy based on a
specific phenomenological model as described in Ref. [22].

The resulting pivot points and systematic errors to-
gether with the spline interpolation yield a best-fit Qy

function. Fig. 2 shows the spectral matching correspond-
ing to the central fit value of Qy (shown in Fig. 3) along

blue: indirect measurement, by data/MC  
comparison of AmBe neutron calibration data
Phys. Rev. D 88, 012006, 2013 
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Nq,NR

ENR

Argon Xenon

charge yield for different drift fields 
SCENE collaboration, PRD 91, 2015



Charge yield for NRs in LAr: data from DarkSide-50

• Use data acquired in situ with AmBe and AmC calibration sources 

• Fit of the NR ionisation yield, together with data sets from direct measurements 

• Charge yield measured down to ~ 0.5 keVNR (corresponds to 3 ionisation electrons)

30P. Agnes et al., Phys. Rev. D 104, 2021



Charge yield for NRs in LXe: data from LUX

Dongqing Huang - Brown University, LUX UCLA Dark Matter Conference 2016

Charge Yield Absolutely Measured Down to 0.7 keV in LUX

8

Systematic uncertainty due to position
reconstruction energy bias correction

Sys. uncertainty due to neutron source spectrum
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Aprile 2013 (XENON100) - 0.53 kV/cm
Sorensen 2010 (XENON10) - 0.73 kV/cm
Horn 2011 (ZEPLIN-III combined FSR & SSR) - average of 3.6 kV/cm
Aprile 2006 - 0.3 kV/cm
Aprile 2006 - 0.1 kV/cm
Manzur 2010 - 1 kV/cm
Manzur 2010 - 4 kV/cm
LUX model: Lindhard (k = 0.174) + biex. quenching
Alt. LUX model: Ziegler stopping power + biex. quenching
LUX D-D Qy at 180 V/cm

• Use data acquired in situ with monochromatic 2.5 MeV neutrons (D-D generator) 

• Calculate energy (via angle) from x-y position and ∆t (z separation) 

• Charge yield measured down to 0.7 keVNR
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Charge yield for ERs in LAr: data from DarkSide-50

• Use data acquired in situ with 37Ar and 39Ar calibration sources 

• Fit of the ER ionisation yields 

• Charge yield of ERs measured down to ~ 0.179 keVee (L1-shell Auger electron from 37Ar)

32
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Light yield for ERs in LXe: data from Xürich

Relative light yield to 32.1 keV of 83mKr
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FIG. 8: (color online) The quenching of the scintillation signal
with an applied electric field of 450V/cm. Vertical lines rep-
resent statistical uncertainties, grey bars represent systematic
uncertainties, and horizontal lines are the 1 ! spread in the
distribution of electron recoil energies. Also show are the pa-
rameterized predictions from [13] (blue circles) and 57Co field
quenching [39] (purple diamonds) at 400V/cm and 500V/cm.
The prediction of the NEST model [36, 37] for quenching at
450V/cm is indicated by the green curve.

PDFs for the light yield. The last row of Figure 6 shows
the measured and best-fit spectra of the three scattering
angles collected. These PDFs are convolved with their
corresponding zero-field light yield PDFs to obtain pos-
terior PDFs of their ratio, known as the field-quenching
value, q(450), shown in Table I. For each scattering an-
gle with applied field, the 450V/cm data and the zero-
field data were taken consecutively. Therefore, any po-
tential misalignment of experimental components will be
unrelated to the applied field. The resulting scintilla-
tion quenching values, along with those simultaneously
obtained for 57Co and 83mKr, are shown in Figure 8.
Also shown is the predicted scintillation quenching of the
NEST model.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of results

The results presented here represent the first obser-
vation of LXe scintillation light from electronic recoils
down to 1.5 keV, and additionally measure the behav-
ior of this scintillation emission under the application of
a static electric field. The general behavior—that of re-
duced LY for decreasing energies—is predicted by a num-
ber of methods (see [36] and references therein), and is
understood as being due to reduced electron-ion recom-
bination. Below 10keV, the data show no significant en-
ergy dependence on the strength of field quenching, but

support an average value of q(450) = 0.74±0.11. For the
NEST prediction of this quantity shown in Figure 8, the
horizontal scale indicates the energy of the primary ! ray
(not electronic-recoil energy), and is therefore in princi-
ple distinct from Compton scatters. The feature in the
NEST curve between !15keV and !50keV is an indirect
result of photoabsorption onK -shell electrons, and would
be absent for Compton scatters of this energy. However,
the distinction between Compton scatters and photoab-
sorptions disappears at low energies [36, 40], where the
recombination probability becomes independent of stop-
ping power, and instead depends only on the total num-
ber of charges produced. It is therefore an applicable
prediction of our results in this energy regime.
It is interesting to note that the data obtained from

X-rays [35] show an increased light yield at 7.84 keV
compared with the data obtained here from Compton
scatters, when normalizing their interpolated value at
32.1 keV. The photoabsorption process that the X-rays
undergo favors inner-shell electrons (when accessible)
[41], which means that the recoiling electrons can have
significantly less energy than the incoming photons be-
cause they must overcome large binding energies. On
the other hand, Compton scattering on inner-shell elec-
trons is suppressed for scattering angles below !60! [42].
Therefore, the two results actually probe LXe’s response
at slightly di!erent electron energies. In principle, the
axioelectric e!ect, which has been induced as a possi-
ble explanation of the observed DAMA annual modula-
tion signal, would be similar to the photoelectric e!ect.
However there is of course an overlap of e!ects, since
low-energy Compton scatters do also probe inner-shell
electrons, as can be seen by the L-shell feature in Figure
4.
The data reported by Aprile et al. [14] show good

agreement with the present results above !10 keV, but
show a separation below this energy. Considering both
statistical and systematic uncertainties gives a maximum
discrepancy of 1.7" at !5 keV and 1.4" at !1.5 keV.

B. The 9.4 keV anomaly

The discrepancy seen in the LY of the 9.4 keV emission
from 83mKr deserves attention. The energy of this decay
is carried mostly by internal conversion electrons emitted
from the inner shell [43], however, this data point is in-
consistent also with the X-ray data, for which the process
should in principle be similar. One notable characteris-
tic of the 9.4 keV emission is that it quickly follows the
32.1 keV emission of the same nucleus, with a half-life of
154.4 ns [44]. It was pointed out by [45] that the 32.1 keV
emission could leave behind a cloud of electron-ion pairs,
close to the mother nucleus, that fail to recombine. The
electrons (ions) produced by the 9.4 keV emission could
then potentially have an additional supply of left-over
ions (electrons) with which to recombine, producing more
scintillation photons than would be observed normally.

LB et al., PRD 87, 2013; arXiv:1303.6891
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TABLE I: Results of the light-yield measurements. !c is the central angle of the dataset; Eer is the central energy of the energy
distribution; Re is the zero-field central relative light yield value (relative to the scintillation emission at 32.1 keV); "st is the

statistical uncertainty; "(1)
sys is the systematic uncertainty resulting from potential misalignment of experimental components;

"
(2)
sys is the systematic uncertainty associated with the choice of fit range; "(3)

sys is the systematic uncertainty associated with source

activity; "(4)
sys indicates the discrepancy introduced between 1-fold and 2-fold coincidence requirements on the LXe PMTs; an

additional systematic uncertainty of 1.5% is applicable to all values in the third column, which arises from variations in results
of weekly 57Co calibrations. q(450) is the scintillation quenching factor at an applied field of 450V/cm; the first uncertainties
are statistical, the second systematic.

!c Eer (keV) Re "st "
(1)
sys "

(2)
sys "

(3)
sys "

(4)
sys q(450)

4.25! 1.50+5.2
"1.2 0.37 +0.20

"0.12
+0.03
"0.04 ±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.14 0.64+0.45+0.09

"0.20"0.09

5.25! 2.60+5.6
"1.9 0.52 +0.10

"0.15
+0.03
"0.03 ±0.01 ±0.06 ±0.05 0.77+0.42+0.02

"0.28"0.02

6.25! 5.40+3.5
"3.5 0.57 +0.08

"0.15
+0.03
"0.02 ±0.04 ±0.01 ±0.03 —

8.50! 7.84+7.3
"4.4 0.82 +0.03

"0.02
+0.03
"0.03 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.01 0.74+0.03+0.12

"0.03"0.12

83mKr 9.4 1.10 +004
"004 — — — — 0.893+0.001+0.014

"0.001"0.014

16.25! 31.6+9.4
"9.4 0.96 +0.01

"0.01
+0.01
"0.02 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.00 —

83mKr 32.1 ! 1 — — — — — 0.741+0.001+0.011
"0.001"0.011

34.50! 118.9+21.6
"27.0 0.959 +0.005

"0.004
+0.005
"0.006 ±0.005 ±0.008 ±0.000 —

57Co 126.1 0.97 +0.003
"0.003 — — — — 0.593+0.003+0.009

"0.003"0.009
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FIG. 7: (color online) Results of the light yield relative to
that of the 32.1 keV emission of 83mKr, Re. The current
work (red) shows statistical uncertainties as vertical lines, sys-
tematic uncertainties as light, shaded rectangles, and the 1"
spread in the distribution of electron recoil energies as hori-
zontal lines. Also shown are the results from studies with X-
rays [35] (blue), the recent Compton-scatter study by Aprile
et al. [14] (purple) and the model prediction of NEST [36, 37]
(green). The gray band indicates the 1" range of Re models
used to determine the energy thresholds of four recent LXe
dark-matter searches.

where !A is the uncertainty in the source activity
(as in Eq. (5)) and "2

A is the variance of A from the
fit. The factor cov(LY0, A)/"2

A gives the slope of
LY0 versus A.

• "(4) quantifies the uncertainty associated with the
choice of the PMT coincidence requirement. An
N = 2 coincidence requirement on the two LXe
PMTs is separately imposed, correcting the result-
ing scintillation spectrum by a simulated coinci-
dence e!ciency curve, and performing the fits again
for LY0.

• "(5) is a 1.5% relative systematic from fluctuations
in the PMT gains and weekly 57Co calibrations.

These systematic uncertainties are combined in quadra-
ture to form the systematic error bars in Figure 7, and
the first four are shown in Table I. In the lowest energy,
the dominating systematic is "(4) with a contribution of
38%; this systematic rapidly decreases to 1% by 8.5! and
zero beyond.

D. Field dependence

The previous results all pertain to the light yield of
LXe with no applied electric fields. As mentioned in Sec-
tion II, data were also collected with an applied field
of 450V/cm for a subset of scattering angles in order to
study the scintillation quenching of LXe at the lowest en-
ergies. The data collected with this field are fit using the
same procedure as before, resulting in a set of posterior

Quenching of the scintillation light at a field of 0.45 kV/cm

2

!

LXe

"

NaIPbCryostat

137Cs

FIG. 1: Schematic top-view of the experimental setup. The 662 keV ! rays are collimated twice: first as they leave the 137Cs
source, and second after they scatter in the LXe volume. The Pb channel from LXe to NaI is also covered on top and bottom
(not shown). The scattering angle, ", is varied from 4.25! to 34.5!.

data analysis, including comparison with detailed Monte74

Carlo simulations, and give the results of our measure-75

ments. In Section V we present a summary of our main76

findings, as well as a discussion and implications of the77

results for dark matter searches.78

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS79

The Compton-scatter setup consists of a collimated80

137Cs source, a small LXe scintillation cell, and a NaI81

scintillating crystal, shown schematically in Figure 1.82

The 17.3MBq 137Cs source emits 662 keV ! rays and is83

encased in a lead block with a small cylindrical open-84

ing, 0.6 cm in diameter and 5 cm long, that acts as a85

collimator. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of this source86

show that the resulting beam from the collimator has87

a 1" angular spread of 1.6!. The LXe cell, which is88

described in detail in [13, 20], consists of a cylinder of89

LXe, 4.5 cm tall and 3.5 cm diameter, viewed on top and90

bottom by two 2”-diameter Hamamatsu R6041 photo-91

multiplier tubes (PMTs), and surrounded by a polyte-92

trafluoroethylene (PTFE) shell. The PTFE acts as an93

e!cient light reflector [21] which permits photons hit-94

ting the detector walls to still be detected in the PMTs.95

Three flat grid electrodes, located at 0.5 cm (cathode),96

3.5 cm (gate), and 4 cm (anode) above the bottom pho-97

tocathode, intersect the LXe cylinder and are used to98

apply static electric fields across the volume. In order99

to maximize the e!ciency for detecting scintillation pho-100

tons, LXe is filled fully from the bottom PMT to the top101

PMT, producing a single-phase detector. This contrasts102

with most LXe dark matter detectors which use a dual-103

phase design in order to also detect very small ionization104

signals [22]; the scintillation signal in the present detec-105

tor is reduced by !40% when the liquid-gas interface is106

lowered below the top PMT. The PMT photocathodes107

are held at ground potential, with positive high voltage108

applied to their anodes. Throughout the run, the LXe is109

continuously recirculated and purified through a SAES110

Monotorr hot getter, in order to remove any impurities111

that may enter the liquid. The NaI detector is a Saint-112

Gobain model 3M3/3, which is a fully integrated crystal113

and PMT. The NaI crystal itself is a cylinder, 7.6 cm in114

diameter and in 7.6 cm height.115

The opening of the source collimator is placed initially116

70 cm from the center of the LXe cell. For a subset of the117

scattering angles (4.25!, 5.25!, and 8.5!) this distance is118

reduced to 28 cm (the minimum allowed given the detec-119

tor components) in order to minimize the beam’s spot120

size within the LXe volume. A distance of !1m is cho-121

sen for the NaI position as a compromise between event122

rate, which decreases with larger separations, and an-123

gular systematics (see Section III), which improves with124

increased separation. The three components are aligned125

using a goniometer with 0.25! tick marks; this tick-mark126

width is taken to be the 1" accuracy (±0.125!) of the127

geometrical alignment and is included as a systematic128

uncertainty in the analysis (see Section IV). The pre-129

cision with which a scattering angle can be reproduced130

is better than the spacing between adjacent tick marks,131

and therefore associating this width as a 1" uncertainty132

is conservative. Unless otherwise specified, reported scat-133

tering angles refer to the angle formed by the collimated134

beam with the centers of the detector components. After135

scattering in the LXe cell, the ! rays are further col-136

limated on their way to the NaI detector by means of137

a lead channel with a 3 cm circular aperture at its en-138

trance (LXe side), which then widens to encompass the139

NaI crystal and PMT (see Figure 1). Data are collected140

at central scattering angles of 4.25!, 5.25!, 6.25!, 8.5!,141

16.25!, and 34.5!. These correspond to expected elec-142

tron energies of 2.35 keV, 3.57 keV, 5.05 keV, 9.28 keV,143

32.5 keV, and 123 keV, respectively, when applying the144

well known Compton scatter formula,145

Eer = E2
!

1" cos #

mec2 + E!(1" cos #)
, (1)

where Eer is the energy of the recoiling electron, E! is146

the initial energy of the incident ! ray, me is the mass of147

the electron, and # is the scattering angle. However, as148

will be shown in Section III, the finite size of the detector149

components lead to peak recoil energies that di"er from150

these expectations.151

All three PMT signals—two from the LXe and one152

from the NaI—are read out directly, without amplifica-153

17.3 MBq

• Light yield decreases with lower deposited energies in the LXe 

• Field quenching is ~ 75%, only weak field-dependance
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Light and charge yields from NEST

๏ NEST (Noble Element Simulation Technique): a MC framework that allows for simulation of 
scintillation and ionisation-yield averages 

๏ based on semi-empirical models, as a function of incoming or deposited energy, electric field, 
interaction type (electronic and nuclear recoils, alpha particles) 

๏ calculates average light and charge yields, recombination and simulates actual energy 
deposits in a detector 

๏ Primary code in C++, bindings available to use in Python; available for xenon and recently also 
argon

https://nest.physics.ucdavis.edu

Figure by Sophia Andaloro
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Light and charge yields from NEST

https://nest.physics.ucdavis.edu Figures by Sophia Andaloro, APS meeting April 2021 35



Light and charge yields from NEST: Xenon

https://nest.physics.ucdavis.edu 36



Light and charge yields from NEST: Argon

https://nest.physics.ucdavis.edu 37



Electron attachment and light absorption 

• To achieve a high collection efficiency for both 
ionisation and scintillation signals, the 
concentration of impurities in the liquid has to be 
reduced and maintained to a level below 1 part per 
109 (part per billion, ppb) oxygen equivalent 

๏ The scintillation light is strongly reduced by the 
presence of water vapour 

๏ The ionisation signal requires both high liquid 
purity (in terms of substances with 
electronegative affinity, SF6, N2O, O2, etc) and 
a high field (typically ~ few 100 V/cm) 

• Attenuation lengths of  ~1 m for electrons and 
photons were already achieved > 1m and are 
necessary for multiton-scale experiments

Liquid noble gases 419

21.1.5 Electron attachment and light absorption by impurities

A large number of dark matter experiments based on noble liquids rely on
the simultaneous detection of the scintillation and ionization signals from an
event interaction. In order to achieve a high collection for both signals, the
concentration of impurities in the liquid has to be reduced and maintained
to a level well below 1 part per 109 (part per billion, ppb) oxygen equivalent.
The scintillation light signal from LXe and LAr is strongly reduced by the
presence of water vapour. The mean length (!) of a scintillation photon
travelling in the liquid is called the ‘absorption length’. An absorption length
of the order of 1 m has been achieved in LXe [1537]. Future ton-scale or multi-
ton-scale noble liquid detectors will require an absorption length longer than
10 m, corresponding to a water vapour contamination well below 10 parts
per trillion (ppt).

The detection of the ionization signal is more challenging, as it requires
both high purity and a high electric field. Figure 21.4 shows the variation
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167 !K) to several solutes: (!) SF6, (!) N2O, (") O2 [174].
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The electron drift lifetime in noble liquids

• The purity of the noble liquid is commonly expressed via the "electron lifetime" τe 

๏ the time over which the number of drifting electrons Ne is reduced by a factor 1/e: 

• The electron lifetime is related to the concentration of impurities (Ci) and their constants of attachment (ki), 
as follows: 

๏ where often the O2-equivalent impurity concentration CO2 is used as benchmark (O2 usually the 
dominant contributor) 

• The O2-equivalent mole fraction (xO2) is expressed in ppb (parts per billion): 

๏ where ρ is the density of the noble liquid and M the molar mass. The constant of electron attachment 
kO2 depends on the drift field (it decreases with increasing field) 
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The electron drift lifetime in noble liquids
• In general, electronegative impurities in noble liquids increase over time due to the continuous desorption 

from materials 
• To achieve very low concentrations and high electron lifetimes, continuous removal of impurities is required 

๏ by gas purification through high-temperature (400 ºC) zirconium getters (using highly-efficient liquid-
gas heat exchangers to minimise the heat input) 

๏ by liquid purification through filters which contain pellets with high-surface area copper, which binds 
the impurities on the surface
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Example: Xeclipse, a xenon purification system 
at Columbia University (demonstrator for 
XENONnT at LNGS), Plante, Aprile, Howlett, 
Zhang, arXiv:2205.07336



How to measure the electron drift lifetime

• The electron lifetime" τe is usually measured with purity 
monitors. The concept: 

๏ release a cloud of electrons, drift the cloud a fixed distance through 
uniform electric field 

๏ measure the size of the cloud at the beginning and at the end via the 
induced current on a cathode and anode as the e- drift from and 
towards these, respectively 

๏ electrodes are equipped with grids to shield them from the effects of 
the e- cloud except when the e- are drifting in the space in between 

๏ determine τe from the ratio of the induced currents and their 
separation in time which is the drift time td
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Example: a purity monitor for liquid argon
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๏Successfully deployed in ICARUS, ProtoDUNE and others 

๏Drift length: 188 mm 

๏Electron cloud: produced from thin film Au, Ag, Ti, Al 
photocathodes (on quartz substrate) via pulsed xenon 
flash lamp (Hamamatsu L7685) 

๏Charge readout on top (QA) and bottom (QC) 

๏Electrons are absorbed as they drift upwards (in region 2) 
towards the anode 

๏Ratio of signals:  electron lifetime ∝ τe

L. Manenti et al., JINST 15, 2020



Example: a purity monitor for liquid xenon
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๏Drift length: 525 mm 

๏Electron cloud: produced from in-house made, 
thin film Ag photocathode (on quartz substrate) 
via pulsed xenon flash lamp (Hamamatsu L7685) 

๏Charge readout on top (QA) and bottom (QC) 

๏Electrons are absorbed as they drift upwards (in 
region 2) towards the anode 

๏Ratio of signals:  electron lifetime ∝ τe

Purity monitor for Xenoscope



Purity monitor signal readout
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Cryogenic read-out: AC 
coupling followed by a 
trans-impedance 
preamplifier + voltage 
amplifier operating at <180K

I0 ∝ Q0

Iin V

Vout

Amplification: ~ 1.4 V/pC

current to voltage converter



Purity monitor signal readout
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Electron lifetime determination
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t1 =
d1

v1 t2 =
d2

v2

t3 =
d3

v3

∝ QA

๏Waveforms: acquired by oscilloscope and ADC 

๏Charges: integrals of the current pulses 

๏ The e-lifetime (with Δt =t2, rise times t1, t3):
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Light attenuation in noble liquids

• Pure noble liquids are transparent to their own scintillation light 

• However light can be attenuated by impurities dissolved in the liquid (which can absorb VUV photons) and due to 
Rayleigh scattering (elastic scattering of light off particles smaller than its wavelength) 

• The light attenuation is described by: 

๏ with Latt being the photon attenuation length, which depends on the absorption length Labs and the Rayleigh 
scattering LR  length as: 

• The Rayleigh scattering length strongly depends on the wavelength of the photons λ and on the optical properties of 
the material, and can be expressed as: 

• where n = index of refraction corresponding to the wavelength λ, T = temperature, ρ = density, κT = isothermal 
compressibility. The index of refraction must be evaluated at the given T, ρ and λ.
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Light attenuation in noble liquids

• The index of refraction n depends on the wavelength of the photons λ being 

• with a0, ai = Sellmeier coefficients (ai correspond to resonances occurring at wavelengths λi) - these are experimentally 
determined for a given medium 

• (a0, ai): typically (1.3, 0.23) in liquid argon, (1.4, 0.4) in liquid xenon*
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Light attenuation in noble liquids

• The index of refraction n depends on the wavelength of the photons λ being 

• with a0, ai = Sellmeier coefficients (ai correspond to resonances occurring at wavelengths λi) - these are experimentally 
determined for a given medium 

• (a0, ai): typically (1.3, 0.23) in liquid argon, (1.4, 0.4) in liquid xenon*
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Light attenuation in noble liquids

• Recent first measurements of the group velocity of 
LAr scintillation light, and derivation of n and LR 

• Motivation: wide range for LR, Latt in the literature 

• Concept:   

๏ 2 PMTs immersed in LAr, facing each other at 1 m 
distance 

๏ External movable cosmic hodoscope positioned 
around a LAr cryostat, allows for triggering muons 
crossing the LAr at various distances from the 
PMTs 

๏ Measure the difference in path-length ∆s and light 
arrival time ∆t at the PMTs for different positions of 
the hodoscope 

๏ Extract the scintillation light velocity from a linear fit

50
see M. Babicz et al., JINST 15, 2020, for details



Light attenuation in noble liquids

• Recent first measurements of the group velocity of 
LAr scintillation light, and derivation of n and LR 

• Motivation: wide range for LR, Latt in the literature 

• Results:   

๏ Value for the inverse velocity: (7.46 ± 0.03 (stat) ± 
0.07 (sys)) ns/m 

๏ Derived refraction index n = 1.358 ± 0.003 

๏ Derived Rayleigh scattering length: (99.1 ± 2.3) cm 
at 128 nm

51see M. Babicz et al., JINST 15, 2020, for details
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Energy resolution
• We had looked at the way energy is deposited in a noble 

liquid target, by particle interactions
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Energy resolution

• With the energy deposition being described as 

• W was the average energy required to produce a single excited or ionised atom (and for NRs we must also 
consider the "quenching factor") 

• As we shall see, in two-phase TPCs, the observed light and charge signals are called S1 and S2, 
respectively, and these are related to the detector-specific gains g1 and g2. We then obtain: 

• g1 = total photon detection efficiency, g2  = charge amplification factor. These are determined by using 
mono-energetic lines from various calibration sources. 

๏ g1 and g2 are typically given in terms of number of photoelectrons (PE) per quantum, or in terms of detected 
photons (phd) per quantum 

๏ typical values: g1 = 0.15 PE/photon (XENON1T), 0.11 phd/photon (LUX), g1 = 0.16 PE/photon 
(DarkSide-50); g2 = 10 PE/electron (XENON1T) , g2 = 12 phd/electron (LUX), g2 = 23 PE/electron (here per 
extracted electron, DarkSide-50)
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Energy resolution
• The mean light and charge yields (Ly and Qy) are then defined as: 

• and are estimated by 2D Gaussian fits to mono-energetic lines, from the 
measured S1 and S2  

• Knowing Ly, Qy from these mono-energetic lines, one can measure the energy 
resolution (usually with an empirical fit to a number of measurements at different 
energies). The relative resolution scales as:
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The Doke plot

• One can also rewrite the previous equation as follows: 

• since we can measure S1 and S2 for clear spectral features, and E0 is 
known, one can estimate g1 and g2 from a so-called Doke plot: a plot of 
Qy (=S2/E0) versus Ly (=S1/E0) 

• From a linear fit one can thus extract g1, g2, and once these are known, 
reconstruct the energy of an event 

• Hence g1 and g2 are simply the proportionality factors between 
produced number of photons and electrons, and detected ones, for 
each signal 

• for S1: mostly the efficiency of detecting photons  

• for S2: it includes the extraction efficiency, secondary amplification, 
etc
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The W-value
• On the other hand, one can also use the Doke plot to determine 

the W-value in a noble liquid 

• First, we rewrite the previous equation as: 

• Then, we can determine the W-value from: 

๏ an event population in (S1, S2)-space from a known calibration 
source giving ERs at an energy E0 

๏ an independent measurement of g2, the ionisation gain 
parameter (either by measuring the charge directly, or by using a 
single electron population extracted to the gas phase, for which 
g2 = S2) 

๏ the negative slope g2/g1 in charge yield versus light space 
(namely from the Doke plot) 

• Both g2/g1 and the offset S2/E0 at S1 =0 require at least 2 
different energy lines at a given electric field, or a single line at 2 
different drift fields (given the field-dependent recombination 
fraction)
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Xürich: three energies, various drift fields, EPJ-C 81, 2021



Particle discrimination in noble liquids

• Pulse shape of prompt scintillation signal (in liquid argon) 

๏ the ratio of light from singlet and triplet depends on dE/dx (~ 10:1 for NRs:ERs) 

• Charge versus light (in LAr and LXe) 

๏ the recombination probability, and thus the S2-to-S1 ratio depends on dE/dx

Example for LXe  (XENON100)

ERs
NRs

B.#Rossi#(#29#August#2013# SUSY#2013#(#IPTC#Trieste# 16#G. Fiorillo - XVI Lomonosov Conference, Moscow - Aug 2013

LAr TPC Background Discrimination
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Shape of scintillation signal S1 (PSD)
Electronic and nuclear recoil events have different 
singlet to triplet ratio
➡ Rejection factor ≥108 for > 60 photoelectrons
WARP Astr. Phys 28, 495 (2008)

Ratio between Ionization and Scintillation (S2/S1)
Electronic and nuclear recoil events have different 
energy sharing
➡ Rejection factor ≥ 102-103 
Benetti et al. (ICARUS) 1993; Benetti et al. (WARP) 2006

3D localization of the event
Allows for identification of surface bkgs 
(fiducialization) 

Example for LAr (DarkSide-10)

ERs
NRs
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Pulse shape discrimination in liquid argon

• Lifetime difference between the excimer's singlet (~ 6 ns) and triplet (~ 1.4-1.6 µs) states 

• Singlet and triplet photons are well-separated in time, and the ratio for individual events can be estimated 
with high precision: the expectation value of the ratio depends on the linear energy transfer of the 
interacting particle (fewer triplet excimers are produced at higher LET) 

๏ Intensity ratio of fast/slow component: ~ 0.3 for ERs and in the range 1.3 - 3.3 for NRs 

๏ PSD methods thus usually use the ratio of prompt scintillation light to the total light, for example f90 = 
fraction of S1 light detected in the first 90 ns of a pulse 

๏ low f90 values (<0.5)  ERs, high f90 values (> 0.5)  NRs≊ ≊

58Median f90 values from SCENE and from high-activity AmBe data in DarkSide-50



Cryogenic noble liquids: some challenges
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• Cryogenics: efficient, reliable and cost effective cooling systems 

• Detector materials: compatible with low-radioactivity and purity requirements 

• Intrinsic radioactivity: 39Ar and 42Ar in LAr, 85Kr in LXe, 222Rn emanation and diffusion 

• Light detection:


๏ efficient VUV photosensors, directly coupled to liquid (low T and high P capability, high purity), effective 
UV reflectors and wavelength shifters (WLS) (in LAr) 

๏ light can be absorbed by H2O and O2: continuous recirculation and purification 

• Charge detection:


๏ requires  1ppb (O2 equivalent) for e--lifetime > 1 ms (commercial or custom-made purifiers and 
continuous circulation, gas and liquid) 

๏ electric drift fields ~ few 100 V/cm required for maximum yield for MIPs; for alphas and NRs the field 
dependence is much weaker, challenge to detect a small charge in presence of HV

≪



Types of noble liquid detectors
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S1

Single phase, light readout

Single phase TPC with charge readout

e-
e-e-

Photo sensors

Photo sensors

gas xenon

liquid xenon

photosensors

photosensors

S1

S2

E

Two-phase TPC with light readout



Single phase detectors
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S1

• Observe the prompt scintillation light in a large, homogeneous volume of 
liquid argon or xenon 

• Particle discrimination via pulse shape analysis (in LAr) 

• Advantages 

๏ High light yield (4-π coverage with photosensors; e--ion recombination) 

๏ Simpler detector geometry, no electric fields and high-voltage, cheaper 

๏ Large, homogeneous target with ultra-low backgrounds 

• Disadvantages 

๏ No particle discrimination in LXe 

๏ Position resolution typically few cm 

๏ Very low energy thresholds ("S2-only") not possible 

• Examples 

๏ LAr: DEAP-3600 and MiniCLEAN at SNOLAB 

๏ LXe: XMASS at Kamioka

Single phase, light readout



Two-phase TPCs
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Photo sensors

Photo sensors

gas xenon

liquid xenon

photosensors

photosensors

S1

S2

E

• Observe the prompt scintillation light and electroluminiscence in a large, 
homogeneous volume of liquid argon or xenon 

• Particle discrimination via pulse shape analysis (in LAr) and via ratio of 
charge to light yield 

• Advantages 

๏ Three dimensional position reconstruction 

๏ Improved energy resolution and lower energy threshold ("S2-only") 

๏ Improved single versus multiple scatters discrimination 

• Disadvantages 

๏ Complex detector geometry 

๏ Electric fields and high-voltage FTs, large, uniform electrodes 

๏ Precise control of liquid level needed 

• Examples 

๏ LAr: DarkSide, ArDM 

๏ LXe: LUX/LZ, PandaX, XENON

Two-phase TPC with light readout



Single-phase TPCs
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• Observe the prompt scintillation light, as well as the charge induced 
by the drifting electrons 

• Record the tracks of particles (in the case of HE neutrino 
interactions) 

• Advantages 

๏ Different charge readout possibilities (pixelated, wire, perforated 
PCB) 

๏ Light readout with photosensors 

๏ Good position resolution, 3D imaging 

๏ Modular design, horizontal TPC possible 

• Disadvantages 

๏ Higher energy thresholds  

• Examples 

๏ LAr: DUNE at SURF 

๏ LXe: EXO-200 at WIPP, nEXO proposed for SNOLAB



End of first part


